In this paper we consider an approach to solve the problem of sensormission assignment in wireless sensor networks. Our approach is based on usage of local search algorithms to solve a logical model for the problem. 
is a collection of positive mission profits, and E is a collection of non-negative weights for the edges S × M.
Question Note that the problem of sensor-mission assignment in wireless sensor networks is NP-complete. Encoding hard problems as instances of SAT and solving them with different efficient satisfiability algorithms has caused considerable interest (see e.g. [6] - [14] ). In this paper, we consider an approach to solve the problem of sensor-mission assignment in wireless sensor networks. Our approach is based on an explicit reduction from the problem to the satisfiability problem. We consider different local search algorithms to solve a logical model for the problem.
We assume that
It is easy to check that ξ is satisfiable if and only if there is a subset F of E such that no two chosen edges share the same sensor and
Using standard transformations (see e.g. [15] ) we can easily obtain an explicit transformation ξ into ζ such that ξ ⇔ ζ and ζ is a 3-CNF. It is clear that ζ gives us an explicit reduction from the problem of sensor-mission assignment in wireless sensor networks to 3SAT. We have created a generator of natural instances for the problem of sensor-mission assignment in wireless sensor networks. We have used algorithms from [16] : fgrasp and posit. We have used a heterogeneous cluster for solution of the problem. Each test was run on a cluster of at least 100 nodes. Due to restrictions on computation time (20 hours) we used savepoints. Selected experimental results are given in Table 1 
